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(u) The Department oJ Economic Affairs
In October 1964 the Labour Government estab
hehed a new Department of Econonnc Affairs
(DBA) While short term measures to regulate
the economy or the balance of payments remained
the responsibility of the Treasury the DEA took
over from the Treasury the responsibility for long
term economic policy The DEA was ehargpd
with the task of preparing and implementing a
realistic plan for economic expansion a pnces and
incomes policy and an industrial and regional
policy The NEDG now reconstituted became a
consultative and advisory body a link between
the Government and the economic community
However the BDCs continue to function and
have produced a great many reports The
division between short and long term planning
proved unsatisfactory and m 1969 the DEA
was abolished and its functions reverted to the
Treasury
(m) The National Plan
The National Plan for the British economy over
the period 1964-70 was published by the Govern
ment in 1965 The Plan was based on the
assumption that output would rise by 3 8 per cent
per annum over the period Since the labour
iorce was expected to grow at 0 4 per cent per
annum this meant an annual growth in pro
ductivity of 8 5 per cent—considerably higher
than the 2 7 per cent average over the period
1960-64 The Plan specified the changes in
investment consumption and public expenditure
required to achieve this target
In many ways the crucial assumptions were
those concerned with the balance of payments
The Plan supposed that imports would increase by
4 0 per cent per annum and that to achieve a
satisfactory surplus of £250 million on the
overall balance of payments m 1970 exports
would have to rise by 5 6 per cent per annum If
such a rapid expansion of exports were not
achieved—and m the penod 1960-64 the annual
increase averaged only 3 1 per tent—the whole
Plan could be jeopardised in that the balance of
payments difficulties might as in the past appear
to justify policies to restrict the growth in
domestic output
Indeed this is precisely what happened The
tardy improvement m the balance of payments
led the Government eventually m July 1966 to
deflate the economy The ensuing stagnation
meant that the Plan s targets for 1970 could no
longer be achieved However it should not be
concluded that planning Is necessarily an academic
exercise planning has a valuable sight setting
function it can bolster firms expectations and
hence their investment and it can help to co
ordinate then decisions Bather we should
recognise that planning is worthless unless com
brned with Government policies which enable the
planned targets to be reached
(iv) " The Task Ahead "
In the uncertain economic climate after the
July measures there was little point in long range
planning However early m 1969 the Govern
ment published as a Green Paper a new planning
document The Task Ahead an Ecwwmio Assess
 ment to 197S It was neither a plan nor a forecast
but part of the consultative planning process
Implementation was to take the form of consulta
tion with the EDO or other representatives of each
industry The document was He-able m that new
developments could be accommodated without
requiring the whole assessment to be rewritten
There are three sets of projections—lower basic
and higher—on the assumptions of a growth rate
in real output of 3 31 and 4 per cent per aimum
respectively These projections compare with an
actual growth rate of 3 3 per cen* per annum be
tween 1960 and 1966
In fact the outcome ogam proved to be well
below expectations Between the first quarter of
1969 and the first quarter of 1971 real output rose
by less than 2 per cent per annum But tins time
the balance of payments could not be blamed tor
the shortfall Instead it appeared that the stag
nation was due to a, loss of confidence by private
investors and to the monetary and fiscal policies
of successive Governments concerned about the
acceleration of inflation
The Industrial Reorganisation Coiporation
The Industrial Reorganisation Corpmalian (IPC)
was set up in December 1966 under Government
auspices Its functions were to promote industrial
reorganisation in the interests of industrial effici
ency e g by enabling industries to achieve eco
nomies of scale or by reorganising inefficiently
managed firms It assisted firms in agreed re
groupings and could Intervene to encourage a par
ticular takeover which in its estimation was m
the public Interest
The IRC Act provided the Corporation with
financial resources of up to £150 million    hotv
ever its objective m making loans tv as to   prod
and not to  prop   inefficient firms    It supported
mergers in electronics  trawling   nuclear powei
mechanical engineenm, and other industries     In
1970 the incoming Conservative Government de
cided to Tund up the IRC
Inflation
(i) Wages and Prices
Retail prices continued to edge upwards m the
1960s (tee G17-19) In 1968 they were 35 per cent
higher than in 1958 Very little of this increase
can be attributed to an increase in import prices
To explain the inflation we must look at the
behaviour of labour costs Between 1958 and
1963 the nationally negotiated weekly wage
rate<3 rose by 49 per cent and weekly earnings—
including overtime payments and payments
negotiated on the factory floor—by 75 per
cent Since the increase m productivity during
this period was slow income from employment
per unit of output (indicating labour costs
per unit of output) rose by 38 per cent These
increased costs were passed on to the the public
in the form of increased pnces so that real
earnings rose by only 29 per cent The table
shows annual average pnces earnings real earn
ings and also real disposable incomes (i e the
purchasing power of total personal incomes
after income tax) all as indexes with, 1963 =
100
AVEEAGE EETAIL PRICES   WEEKLY EAROTNGS   HEAL WEEKLY
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Eetail
prices
Weekly
earnings
Eeal weekly
earnings
Eeal disposable
incomes
1958
896
784
875
815
1963
1000
1000
1000
1000
1964
1033
1071
1037
1042
1965
1082
1151
1064
1064
1966
1125
1225
1089
1085
1967
1153
1262
1095
1100
1968
1207
1368
1133
1121
1969
1272
1475
1159
1125
1970
1353
1652
1221
1165

